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Introduction:
Customer experience as
your marketing guide
Marketing is evolving from a “push”
mentality – “Let’s push out everything
we have to our customers and see
what sticks” – to a customer-centric
“pull” approach using personalized,
valuable and relevant content that
aligns with your customer’s
experiences with your company.
Customer experience marketing

Today, you could be continents

uses all of your digital channels –

away from your customers, but

email, social media, your website

you can still read their signals

and mobile apps – to listen for the

through data, whether clearly

signals your customers are

through purchases or subtly by

sending you and to create

watching your product videos

messaging that acknowledges,

on YouTube. Even “no signal”

responds to and informs your

generates a data signal, as when

customers as they move through

a subscriber doesn’t even bother

their relationship with your

to open your emails.

company.
Customer experience (CX)
Brick-and-mortar merchants

marketing is complex, crossing

once picked up on those signals

organizational and communication

firsthand because they knew their

channels throughout the entire

customers face to face – who was

company. That’s why many

happy or unsatisfied, who was

companies rate their efforts

ready to buy and who wasn’t.

low. This guide will help you
understand how a holistic
approach to your marketing can
help you succeed and grow.
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3 Guiding principles
of great CX.

1.

 reat CX is consistent
G
across all channels – ensure
there are no disconnects in
messages between devices
or channels.
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2.

Great CX is available – let
your customer choose how
and when they connect with
you and start/continue/end
their journeys.

3.

Great CX is seamless – let
your customer seamlessly
pick up their journey on a
different device.

42%

Here are some findings from the
Econsultancy/Adobe Digital Trends
Report, October
2015
37%
33%

37% of companies across selected global markets say the complexity of

37%

customer experience or number of different touch points is the greatest
barrier to improving customer experience.

42%

42% companies say their customer experience marketing is advanced,
while 45% say they have some ad hoc CX tactics but no strategy or
technological capability.
33%

37%

33%

42%

33% of advanced companies say their entire organizations are
42%
responsible for managing
CX and are more likely to have a CX team in

place, while 32% of less-advanced companies allot responsibility to
several departments, especially marketing.

37%
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The key ingredient
for success
The customer journey – the path from prospecting to
purchase to longtime loyalty – is an essential aspect of
customer experience marketing. Traditional marketing
envisions this as a straight shot, but it’s really more like a
winding walk with hills, valleys, rest stops and dead ends.
Every journey has common touch

It also means focusing emails

points: first contact, seeking

on not just what you want to tell

information, comparison

your customers but also what

shopping, etc. What keeps your

customers want or need to hear.

customers on the path? What

One size definitely does not fit all,

knocks them off it? Knowing

which is why 1:1 messaging that

these will help you structure

uses data to create, segment and

messaging and support that aligns

target messages is so crucial in

with your customers’ starts, stops

effective CX marketing.

and pauses.
Broadcast email has a place in
Customer-centric email messaging

your email marketing but, by

is a key delivery vehicle for a great

itself, doesn’t provide the focus

customer experience. It means

that contributes to a positive

talking to and with customers

customer journey or a good

when they expect to hear from

customer experience.

you with such essential emails
as a welcome message,
transaction confirmations,
requests for information, etc.
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“The first step in exceeding your
customer’s expectations is to know
those expectations.”
(Source: Roy H. Williams, Author, Wizard of Ads)

In a 2014 survey by American Express, 68%
of Americans said they were willing to spend
more money with companies they believe
provide excellent customer service.
(Source: American Express)

By 2020, customer experience will
overtake price and product as the key
brand differentiator.
(Source: Walker Info)
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The Holistic approach
A holistic view of email marketing is another essential
aspect of customer experience marketing. You view
email as it encompasses the entire customer journey
from prospecting to purchase to loyalty and the
many ways you can keep customers on the path.

This holistic approach focuses

Holistic email marketing uses

messages in two areas:

content, data, technology and
marketing automation to create

• Touch points where your

1:1 messaging that is infinitely

customers encounter your

more useful and valuable to

company or brands (search

customers than blanket

results, your website, email,

batch-and-blast messaging.

90%

of consumers said they have
had poor experiences seeking
customer support on mobile.
(Source: Software Advice)

in-store, advertising).
It sends a service-oriented
• Data signals your customers

message to a customer who has

generate: pages or products

abandoned a product in a cart. It

browsed; emails they act on or

welcomes new customers with

ignore; transactions they

information that answers

complete or break off; requests

questions, reduces confusion

for help or information.

and delivers them back to the
website quickly and efficiently.
It ensures there are no complex,

89%

of marketing leaders expect to
compete primarily on the basis
of customer experience by
2016, as compared with 36%
four years ago.
(Source: Gartner)

troublesome journeys or
disconnects between channels
that could block conversions.

By 2017, 50% of product
investment projects will be
redirected to customer
experience innovations.
(Source: Gartner)
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CX in the inbox:
Beyond these broad strokes,
holistic messaging views every
aspect of the email message as a key
point in building an excellent customer
experience, beginning in the inbox:

1. Does the inbox experience (the sender

name and subject line) tell the recipient
exactly who sent the message and what
it’s about?

2. Does the message render correctly on

mobiles and desktops, in iOS and
Android, on Firefox, Chrome and Safari?

3. Can readers tell right away what your
message is about?

4. Does the content reflect their interests,
preferences and behavior?

5. Do the body copy and call to action

specify what actions you want readers
to take?

6. Does the landing page align precisely
with the call to action, as well as with
the email that drives them to the
landing page?

Alex Woo provide a great
customer experience by
ensuring there are no
disconnects between the
email (left) and the landing
page (right).
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Optimization of the
customer journey
Does your digital customer experience
put up roadblocks or take them down?
Smooth out a bumpy road or let
customers stumble into potholes at
crucial moments?
Here’s how your customer experience marketing program can
remove barriers and keep your customers moving forward throughout
the journey:
1. Streamline your transactional processes. Where do customers
usually break off processes? Remove as many barriers as you can.
Offer guest checkout (but don’t call it that!) instead of forcing new
customers to create accounts before buying, subscribing or
downloading. Break account creations into multiple sessions, and
ensure the journey is streamlined and reduces barriers to conversion.
2. Use progressive profiling. Don’t scare off newcomers by asking for too
much information right away. You need first to launch the transaction.
Then, use a timed series of emails to ask for more information.
3.Add abandonment alerts. When someone does break off a transaction
– purchases, downloads, account creation, quote requests, etc. – send
a service-oriented email ASAP. Include supporting copy that matches
the issue, such as FAQs for browse abandonment or customer service
contacts for cart or account abandonment.

A “totally satisfied
customer” contributes
2.6 times as much
revenue as a “somewhat
satisfied customer.”
(Source: Infoquest)

86% of consumers quit doing
business with a company in
2011 because of a bad
customer experience.
(Source: Harris Interactive/RightNow)
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The purchase example below from Dormify is an example of a great customer experience
for a first-time purchase. You’ve the option to sign in via Facebook, become a member as
part of the checkout process or checkout as a guest.

The ‘checkout method’ section lets you know the benefits of providing an email address,
and clear CTAs guide you to the next action.

Once a step in the checkout process is completed, a pink validation tick appears.
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Be persuasive
(that doesn’t mean
‘always selling’)
If every email you send uses the

to be successful. Avoid throwing

same language, sends the same

elements together that compete

incentive, shouts the same call to

for attention.

action every time, you’re giving
your customers easy excuses to

2. Use explicit and implicit

tune out.

psychological cues that
direct action.

Even the most mobile-friendly
emails won’t connect with

This is where the right images –

your readers if they don’t reflect

both graphics and photos – make

fundamental psychological factors

a huge difference.

that drive engagement.
It goes beyond grubbing around
One of these is “cognitive ease,”

for a piece of stock art that’s sort

a fancy way of saying “Don’t make

of about what you’re talking about

your readers struggle to interpret

in your email. A graphic device,

or action your emails.” Here’s how

like an arrow or a contrasting-color

you can improve the experience

button, draws the eyes directly to

your email delivers for your

your call to action. Or, it could be

customers:

a person who’s merely facing or
even just looking at your call

1. Mark out a clear path for your

to action.

customers to follow.
Hotel Chocolat use lines as explicit
Everything in your email message,

design cues to cleverly draw our

from the navigational template

eyes down to the call-to-action

right down to the call to action,

“Order yours now”.

should guide your customers to
take the actions you want them to,
or to help them do what they want
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Ask yourself this: How does each
email we send persuade our
customers to keep taking steps
on their journey with our brand?

3. Use psychology-based
persuasion tactics at points all
along the customer journey.
One of the earliest touch points
is your email opt-in. Why do
your customers sign up? Many
reasons, but one is the principle
of reciprocity, in which you offer
your customers something like
email-only discounts or insider
access that they would value
highly enough to hand over all
kinds of useful data (name, email
address, birthdate, location, etc.).

Let’s bring ‘Marketing’ back into ‘Email Marketing’. By applying
the principles of persuasion and psychology within our email
programmes, we begin to harness the strengths of this very
personal push channel and to deliver emails that resonate with
our consumers and trigger the desired responses. We need
to embrace the concept that we’re in charge of the customer
journey experience. We’re in charge of creating the persuasive
architecture that enables our subscribers to easily convert.
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Be customer-service oriented
Customer service undergirds every aspect of a good
customer experience. It informs your email marketing
through its customer-centric focus. It makes your websites
and mobile apps easy to navigate and act on. It guides
customers smoothly before the sale to help them buy the
right product and resolves problems quickly if something
goes wrong.
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68%

of customer defection takes place
because customers feel poorly treated.
(Source: TARP)

By 2020,

the customer will manage 85% of the
relationship with an enterprise without
interacting with a human.
(Source: Gartner)

You can’t have a good customer

Your customers sign up to your

Ask yourself: Why do our

experience if you don’t have a

email program because they

customers subscribe? How can

customer-service mentality that

want to hear from you. It’s a value

we help our subscribers to achieve

pervades your entire organization.

exchange. It is also a transac-

their objectives? This change in

It’s not just the responsibility of

tion. Delivering on the value you

mindset has a knock-on effect, as

your customer-service team or

promised by emailing the content

it forces us to re-evaluate whether

your call center.

you promised at the point of this

we are delivering the value we

transaction and at the frequency

promised them at opt-in.

Email is a key customer-

you specified is a customer-

service delivery point on the

service initiative.

One more thing: A service-

customer journey because, as it

oriented approach gives give

is a push-channel, it most likely

Design your entire email

subscribers easy options to

touches your customers more

program – from welcome

change or end their subscriptions

frequently than your websites or

message to reactivation, from

and uses email to confirm or

other pull-channels.

broadcast to targeted and

follow up on transactions,

triggered messaging – with

contacts, etc.

customer service as the
overarching principle.
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The Holy Grail - 1:1 messaging
Technology is your best friend!
Data collection, automation and
personalization help you create unique
messages that reflect each customer’s
interests and actions and anticipate,
react and seek to manage their actions.

Sample Lifecycle Communication
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Data comes to you through multiple sources:
• Transactions (purchases, downloads, account creation, subscriptions)
• Browsing (pages and products)
• Customer support contacts
• Preferences
• Demographics (age, gender, location)
You might need to upgrade your ESP to a marketing automation platform
that allows you to add integrations, like SMS, and an API that makes it
extendable. This’ll enable your ecommerce, customer support and email
databases to talk to each other.
Email programs that enable this 1:1 messaging and match up with your
Here is an example of some 1:1
messaging that can be achieved
with email marketing. Using
touch points, real-time delivery
and dynamic content based
upon the customer’s behavior,
every email below can be a
unique 1:1 message.

customer touch points include the following:
• Onboarding email series (welcome message, information, FAQs,
delivery of opt-in incentives, etc.)
• Browse abandonment follow-up (featuring products or browsed
content plus links to FAQs, user forums, customer service, etc.)
• Cart abandonment follow-up (featuring products carted but not
purchased plus links to customer support, privacy policy, financing
options, etc.)
• Process abandonment follow-up (account creation, downloads,
requests for information or price quotes, customer-service contacts
and surveys).
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Getting real-time
Real-time marketing takes relevance to an even higher level
with hyper-targeted messaging.

Real-time marketing has two dimensions:
• Sending messages in real time instead of batching deliveries over time.
In today’s instant-on world, waiting 72 hours or more to respond to a
customer interaction or incident can cost you business and your
customer’s confidence.
MIT Research has found that 90% of leads go cold within the first hour
(Source: MIT Research). Waiting too long to communicate with new
subscribers or purchases can reduce their trust and cost you business
from lost sales, even attrition, to competitors.
• Using contextually aware email marketing that recognises when and
where your customers are opening your messages. They expand your
email creativity and let you pivot your messages to reflect where your
customers are on their journey with your brands, thus providing a
personalized experience for the customer.
Tactics that give your emails context include countdown timers that
let customers know how long they have to act on an offer and store
locations, hours and offers tied to a customer’s preferred or closest
outlet.
Autotrader serves their subscribers relevant driving tips in each
newsletter they receive based on the current weather conditions
based on where they are when they open the email.
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Bringing it all together
1. Map out your customer journey and create messaging that aligns with
the touch points where customers start, stop and rest along the way.
2. Take a holistic approach to your email marketing program. Build in
clarity and customer focus to every email and each part of every email
from the subject line to the landing page.
3. Remove barriers to progress or look for opportunities to bring
customers back.

Customer
journey

4.Use design and psychological cues to make interacting with your
emails logical and easy.
5. Create a customer-service mentality throughout your entire
organization.
6. Aim for 1:1 messaging content using data,
technology and marketing automation.
7. Get real-time to maximize your messaging
relevance and value.
It’s a tall order, but it will pay off because more
customers will stick with you on the journey from
prospecting to purchase to loyalty.
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dotmailer
dotmailer is a leading marketing automation

Visit us at www.dotmailer.com and book a

platform with email at its core. dotmailer’s

platform demo online or call on +44 845 337 9170

mission is to make it as easy as possible for

(UK) or +1-212-971-9408 (US).

marketers to get results that make a dramatic
improvement to their business.
Part of the dotdigital group PLC, we are the UK’s
No. 1 email marketing company with a global client
list of corporates & SMEs and 180+ staff in US &
UK offices.
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